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In the exploration of social phenom-
ena forthedevebping of an archi-
tectural cfeoourse, premises have to 
be set as the backdrop for the 
exploration. As an indifference op-
positbn to the presupposed basis of 
understanding which has been 
taken for granted and go 
unnoticed, laying down and 
spreadngoutforworldlyappf^herv 
slon would be essential fbrthe ludd 
awareness and hence In depth 
transformation of the subject for 
exptoralion. Befcreiecorislitutinglt^ 
outcome set by these pnemises, a 
cogiitforal consensus has to bear-
lived at for the complete applbo 
iion ofihe established philosophy to i i ‘ an architectural dimension.‘, 
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•gnishing could be defined as 
the mechanism of passing from 
existence. Vanishing marks the 
exclusion of existence of an ob-
ject from the physical world, de-
letion from the realm of senses 
of perceiver. It would be difficult 
D i s h i n g to provide concrete evidence on 
the absolute vanishing of an ob-
ject from the material world as the 
object might still be in existence 
in other locations, dimensions or 
forms. In other words, you can-
not prove that it is not there, but 
you can only prove that it is not 
there. 
Existence is a complicated issue 
under exploration for more than 
a century; it is difficult to prove 
the existence of an object or an 
event. On the other hand, it 
would also be magic to perceive 
something vanished suddenly 
and totally before our bare eyes. 
As we have already assumed the 
existence of the object by the vi-
sion 3门d other sensual evidence 
the object could not have van' 
ished in seconds without certain 
trace to clue the vanishing of the 
object. The course of vanishing s 
is usually accompanied by th® 
course of changing of the status 
of the object. Solid rock dry ic^  
might appear to be vanished … 
a second, but this just happened 
that our senses are limited to th® 
perception of the solid but not 
gaseous state of carbon dioxide-
The absolute existence or van' 
ishing of an object could not 
easily determined. 
In everyday life, it would be non^ 
theless easy to determine th^  
vanishing of an object by the 
of sight of it. Sight is normally 
first sense of human privileg®^ 
with vision to perceive the exis^ ' 
ence of an object, followed 
other supportive perceptiof^ ^ 
from other senses. We know t"^  
existence of an object becau^ 
we see it. Magic is a trick played[ 
on this naive sensation of vision； 
for existence: Through calcu-
lated presentation of images ofi 
the object through employment of 
props like lenses, mirrors and/or 
electronic equipment, the exist-
" "n i s h i n g ence of an object in the eyes of 
the perceiver could be manipu-| 
lated and fooled. Although the 
object is still in existence, it could 
be out of sight of the perceiver 
and would considered as 
vanished. The term is more in-
terpretative as mechanism of 
passing from sight than from ex-
istence in this contemporary 
world based mainly on visual 
evidence. 
This is no doubt a trick on the 
existence of matter in this world; 
visual sense is the affronted sub-
ject of this trick. With no 
exception, the very existence of 
the object has yet been 
challenged, not even a try. 
Indeed, it is aimed to bring up the 
actual vanishing of an object 
could not be happened instantly 
but it must be accompanied bV 








jChange and un-change are ab-
！solute states of object. There 
jcould be no intermediate be-
Itween them. An object is at its ac-
Jtive state when it is described as 
jchanging. It is a recurring se-
jquential relationship between 
Ithem when an object is started' 
jfrom an "un-change" state to a 
["change" state and back to the 
"un-change" state. To be in a 
�‘change" state means that the 
[object is at an active stability, thej 
jobject is actively changing in a 
jstable m3 门 ner. 
•A product of progression, 
jdevelopment, movement; 
Ichange seems to be inevitable in 
jthe contemporary society. Basic 
jneeds of human beings are sat-
lisfied and at the same time im-
jproved by the growth brought 
jabout by the modern priority of 
jfunctional novelty. Technological 
jadvancement has brought about 
jdevelopment to almost anything. 
Buildings of the city are bounded 
by the inevitable fate of dying 
young before growing old. Like 
an insect shedding its skin once 
in a while, the city would undergo | 
a facelift at a certain period 
time consistently. If not tearing 
down for total redevelopmenti 
obsolete buildings are clad aga… 
and again to find a new face and 
standing in the ever-changing 
society. Although this may be ^  
natural process or a sign 
growth in a city, Hong Kong ha乡 
been especially swift at acqu丨广 
ing a new appearance every s� 
often, almost too fast a rate to tn^  
extent that the identity is almo^ ' 
made inconspicuous. , 
Invention of high-speed vehic丨卢^  
has brought us to territories th^ ' 
was purely fictitious in the pa '^' 
shortened the distance betwe®^  
space and hence individua丨乡 
High mobility has provided …[ 
with new way to define our Ij^ik 
丨Today, when Norman Foster has 
claimed his newly completed 
Hong Kong International Airport 
at Chek Lap Kok during his visit 
as nothing more than an X-
丨shopping mall, travelling for 
merely its own sake seems a pre-
vious event to be engaged in. 
rhe development in railway in-
dustry since Railway Mania of 
the 1840s has remarkably 
cleared the sky and shrunk the 
continents. We could receive 
morning call in a hotel next to the 
Buckingham Palace, stroll 
around Champs-Elysee at noon-
time and dine next to the Pan-
theon and still manage to catch 
the last TGV back to London for 
the next day. As speed shortens 
the distance between space and 
individuals, the mobility and con-
nection of individusils has never 
been so direct and convenient 
before. 
Development in information tech-
nology has further enhanced the 
communication between 
individuals. By way of telephone 
lines and modems, individuals 
could connect to the other side , 
of the world by just one single 
click. The increase in power of 
the modems and fast rate of in-
formation transferred through 
telephone lines broaden the 
space of contact to higher levels 
other than purely literary. Visual 
and audio transmissions of real-
time nature change the way of 
perception of connection. Speed 
has been the most valuable as-
set modem technology has given 
us: The faster we go, the more 
we gain. 
The conception of space has , 
vastly changed by the novelty in v 
speed introduces by modern 
technology. Remote area could 
be accessed instantly, if not 
physically, then virtually. Dis-
tance would not be seen as ^ 
barrier for communication by an 
opportunity to develop multi -na-
t ion a I cross-disciplinary 
development. Early 20'^  century 
invention of elevator has short-
ened the vertical distance of 
space, provoking spatial expan-
sion towards the sky. Without it, 
the concept of high-rise would 
not have been so successfully 
implemented. In parallel, from 
simple calculation to the con-
struction of myriad cyberspace, 
the invention of computer and the 
gain in speed in computing has 
widened our perspective on the 
concept of space - the 
cyberspace. Although not en-
tirely tangible YET, this space 
does exist and apparatuses are 
devised for the more intimate 
encounter of this space. Within 
this space, there is no more 
S6cul3r constraints obstructing' 
the materialization of design un-
less the once confused architect 
e n c h 
has not thought them about. This 
space would be fully revealed 
once the breakthrough in tech-
nology has brought us new 
ground in human perception. 
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Time is obviously one of the 
facilitators of change. In fact the 
way we measure time is by its 
changes from one second to 
another. Time has set the basic 
fragmented linkage of duration 
for the happening of events anc 
occurrence of entity. As the 
perception of time varies with 
different individuals, it is 
acceptably partitioned into 
measurable units for ease o 
communication and experience 
Nonetheless, time is relative to 
perception and judgement. Life 
of the Forbidden City might seem 
to be eternal to the Bank of China 
but transitory to the Great Wall 
With the help of the standardized 
unit of time, history would be the 
record for happening of events 
and the changes among them 
Theoretically speaking, there 
would be no history if there were 
no change. No era could las 
forever; it must be ended in time 
In memory of the good old days, 
human being has an attitude in 
preserving culture of the dead, 
making it a tool for lesson 
learning. In the name of ^  
preserving for future reference (, 
and cultural heritage for the 
young to understand, buildings 
that are not product of this era 
are preserved. There seems to 
be numerous approaches to 
preserve or freeze history, each 
with a different kind of aim-
different way of preservation and 
different degree of success-
General ly speaking, they could 
be categorized into two distinct 
groups; one with the subject 
building demolished, the othe'' 
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It used to be the market serving 
the individuals on the West Side 
of the island. There were origi-
nally two separate blocks: the 
South and North block, con-
structed in different times and on 
different streets. The former was 
built in 1858 and demolished in 
1980; the latter was built in 1906 
and is still standing today. Differ-
ent from the traditional street 
market, it was a Late-Victorian 
；f |style structure 
1 1 selling mainly food itAis sbcltks: 
meat, poultry, vege&tlle,； 
'OLJMg^ l^ j ^ l ^O, in light of； 
；hebad condition of the building 
and the image brought about by! 
this ruining appearance, the 
Hong Kong Government had 6e-
cided to intervene the aging pro-l 
cess of this structure. Instead of, 
retain its function as a food 
market, it function has been 
"slightly" altered to suit the im-
age of a "historical" building. The 
place has been "revitalized" into 
almost a department store sell-
ing tradi t ional Chinese 
commodities, with a food conces-
sion at the top level. The origi-
nal form has been kept with a 
layer of paint applied to the sur-
face of the once fair face brake 
facade. Although the appear-
ance has slightly been altered 
visually, the essence of the en-
tire structure has been 
destroyed. Serving as the major 
source of identity of this "histori-
cal" building, the events I activi-
ties of a food market has been 
discarded despite the fact that it 
is not an obsolescence. What left 
is just a meaningless shell witH 
the word "history" written on its 
face. 
'観BfiM^i 
This place was originally the 
headquarters of Jardine, 
Matheson and Company. It was 
requisitioned by the British Army ‘ 
and became the residence of 
t 
Lord Saltoun, Commander of 
British Force in China during the 
war. It was later changed to the； 
headquarters of the British squad 
with lodging and training,; 
facilities. The British troops 
would retreafeafter 1997 when丨 
Hong 轉ng |s rilurn tg tRe； 
motherland, tHe Hdng Kong^G6|-| 
ernment has decided to change | 
羽 lacHO取 SB r e Museum! 
as part of the Hong Kong Mu-； 
seum of Art. The original func-丨 
tion of the building has expired； 
and it was given a new function. 
The form of the building was not 
a result of the original function; 
therefore it is not a problem in 
retaining the form for different 
function. The building is reborn 








using the existing form. 
L ^ I H 
1. 1 
Built between 1465-1586, the Kat 
Hing Wai is a tradKiona丨 model 
jof vernacular clusters located in 
Hong Kong. It took the form of a: 
rectangular castle surrounded: 
with walls of about 16m high,� 
cocooning the villagers inside.! 
Containing mainly village' 
houses, the walled village was 丨 
built to resist the British Army to 丨 
receive the New Territories un-； 
derthepley^nt Treaty. Basic liv- | 
l ^ 6 | s s i t | s CQUldjall befbUhd 
witriin 条 vil|ge. ;Jt (^Jld le r4d 丨 
self-contained city within f^he | 
city. Put in the context of contem-) 
Iporary city, Kat Hing • retains) 
！its form and still function as the j 
home of the villagers. Not much |： 
new structure has been added to i 
！ t h e village, only new events as a 1 
place for visiting for tourist. The 丨 
original function of the walled vil- f 
lage as home has been gradu-丨丨 
|ally diluted by the tourist effect.} 
It witnesses the change of the i 
jity and records it in the devel-




An MTR station has been named 丨： 
after this temple; it is understand- i 
able that the importance of this -
temple to the spirit of the area. 
Built in the year 1897, the temple j 
has been a place for worshipping 1 
the God ofTao religion, Wong Tai i 
Sin. Individuals would gather^ 
here every year during important j 
festivals for celebration and re- i 
i! 
spective rituals, while others' 
might come here for fortune tell-1 
..:)rs'ii)p' ( ri‘�ar-,rWfs.(： 
a )ej r m e f :hv 
has been changed several tiviies^  
in reaction to the erection ofvari-j 
9USQ W O N G T A f u s 微二丨 丨 
I,,11,iiif-'-area. Indeed, tnerorm temple| ould be said as degenerated| 
nd dissolve in the sea of resi-| 
ential tower. It has been I iter-1 
lly surrounded by other unre-| 
ated buildings to a point that the! 
ntrance to the area is hidden. ; 
fet, the function of the place has| 
emained unchanged and the 
spirit of it is not affected by the 
intrusion of the other buildings. 
Although the form has been 
changed following the change of 
the pace and need of the society,, 
the spirit of the place sustain and 丨 
live together with the city. 
e 
These examples, to a certain 
extent, reflect the attitude and 
policy of the Hong Kong Govern-
ment towards the preservation of 
the cultural heritage. They illus-
I 
trate the different methodology! 
employed in the course of urban: 
preservation. As an overview to 
the outcome, it seems that it 
would be a disaster in trying to 
re-create and re-present the past 
culture; nor should the structures 
[ 
be employed for another unre-; 
lated function. To quote Karl' 
Marx, " t h e f i r s t h i s -I 
！ t o r y is a t r a g e d y j r 
t h e s e c o n d h is-5 
t o r y i s a f a r c e . "i 
There seems to be not any in-) 
sightful suggestion or precedents! 
illustrating means to prevent the 
disappearance of the obsoles-j 
cence and simultaneously allow) 
the obsolescence to develop with! the City. It has to be pointed out'丨 at human percepti  is the 
main account for this notion of 
recollection of memory; it is a 
personal issue that is different 
from individual to individual that 
whether a building or a place re-
calls a certain period of history 
in the memory. 
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P e r c e p t i o n 
The mechanism of perception' 
could be revealed through the| 
relationship between the per-l 
ceiver and the ambience. In or-j 
der to perceive a change, thej 
perceiver cannot change at thd 
same rate as the object to be^  
perceived. In an experimental^  
ambience where there is only thd 
perceiver and the object to bej 
perceived; when the perceiver^ 
has to witness the movement,i 
which is interpreted as a kind oi 
change, of the object, the per� 
ceiver could not be travelling at! 
the same speed and direction as! 
the object. The perceiver has to^  
be stop, moving faster, moving 
slower or travelling in a differenti 
direction as the object. j； 
The perception of human being 
is also directly related to speed;| 
the faster the speed is, the briefer!' 
the information perceived. ItJ 
could go to a point that it is toq 
fast for anything to be perceived j 
This is when increase in speed 
does not gain you much but on 
the contrary, deprive you of what 
normally could be perceived. 
On the other hand, the status and 
identity of the perceiver could be > 
decidedly important to the pro-
cess of perceiving. It could di-
rectly alter the perception of the 
perceiver towards the object 
should the status and/or identity 
of the perceiver has changed’ 
sometimes to an extent that th© 
ambience is also affected by the 
changes of the perceiver. 
The status of Mike Waiters (River 
Phoenix) in the movie My Own 
； Private Idaho by the American 
� director Gus Van Sant could il-
lustrate one of the statuses of the 
changing of the perceiver. In the 
k …> , � ‘ movie, the character suffered 
> ‘ ‘ from a medical condition named 
‘ ‘ , as narcolepsy. It is defined as a 
, � condition characterized by brief 
� attack of deep sleep. Whenever 
:� ‘ he is excited or nervous, he 
‘ would suddenly go to a deep 
sleep unwillingly. Due to this 
My Own Private Idaho cpnditjon, what Mike perceives i容 
a discontinuation of his history! 
and perception. History, from his 
perception, is chopped into dis^ 
, “ creet duration, depends on th© 
\ frequency of happening the! 
\ condition; and there is always 3 
sudden leap of time, place and 
also events. For him, there does 
� � ‘ not seem to be any beginning of 
〜‘！ , � ’ 6Vents, nor there be any ending 
> . to them. Everything is just drift-! 
ing in the middle and never an-
chored onto a safe ground. Part 
of the memory of his life dissolve 
in the mist of progress of time, 
and is irretrievable eternally. In 
his life, ephemeral seems to be 
the on ly t h i ng he is 
unchangeably experienced; ev-
erything disappeared before hin^ i 
prior to his understanding of 
even noticing the appearance of 
them. 
“He was lying on his hard shell-
like back and lifting his head a 
little he could see his curved 
brown belly, divided by stiff arch-
� ing ribs, on top of which the bed-
qui It was precariously poised and 
seemed about to slide off 
completely. His numerous legs, 
which were pathetically thin com-; 
pared to the rest of his bulk, 
danced helplessly before his 
eyes." In Metamorphosis by the 
Jewish writer Franz Kafka, the' 
status of the main character,丨 
Me t a m o r p h o s i s Gregor Samsa, is literally altered 
to a "monstrous insect". Confined 
in his own room, the perception^ 
of Gregor has started to change丨 
from the moment he has been 
� transformed. From basic need: 
such as his appetite, "There were 
old, half-decayed vegetables;丨 
bones from last night supper,； 
covered with a solidified white 
sauce...he consumed the: 
cheese, the vegetables and the 
sauce; the fresh foods, on the 
other hand, were not to his taste, 
indeed he could not even stand 
the smell of them..." to habits and 
perception of space"... his few 
square yards of floor-space gave 
him little scope for crawling... he 
found that almost unbearable 
at night... so the sake of 
Tjegreation, he took up the habit 
|awling all over the walls and 
veiling. In particular he en-
>d hanging from the 
ig...", the need and percep-
of Gregor has totally 
f! 
retirement. His sister has' 
changed from a carefree little girl' 
to a mature lady who could 
handle difficult situation': 
individually. This changes to the; 
family, which is the ambience to 
Gregor, has been a permanent 
change which still sustain after 
the death of Gregor. ； 
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"What look for all the world like a dimin-> 
ishing horizon - the art objects becoming 
so ephemeral as to threaten to disappear | 
altogether - has, like some marvelous 
philosophical riddle, turned itself inside out 
to reveal its opposite. What appeared to j 
be a question of object I non-object has 
turned out to be a question of seeing and! 
not-seeing, of how it is we actually per-t 
ceive or fail to perceive..." ! 
Robert Irwin Being and Circumstance：! 
Notes towards a Conditional Art | 
If perception is a merely sensual | 
experience, then things could! 
dis-appear even if we perceived! 
them. Abbas has pointed out in! 
his Culture and Politics ofDisap 
pearance that this disappear 
ance could be interpreted as re 
verse hallucination, which means: 
not seeing what is there. This is, 
not a problem of perception dis-
turbance in the traditional analy-
sis of perception, which is: 
caused by sensory deficiencies, 
or gnosic disturbance. Rather, it, 
is result of mis-presentation and 
I mis-interpretation. This problem 
i . i
 勒 , ‘ 
疆 _ 藝 漏 
I I 
is twofold and originated from the 
information or the perceiver. The 
perceiver could receive informa-
tion that is inappropriately p re - , 
sented and proceed to interpret < 
the received information into a ” ' 
meaningful understanding. The i 
perceiver would not notice the 
wrongful deed of the mis-pre-
sented information received as 
the perception is perfectly sen- j 
sible contextually speaking-
There is a high possibility that the 
resulting understanding is not 
what is meant to be understood. 
On the other hand, the perceive"" 
could also perceive information 
that is properly presented and 
I mis-interpret the information int® 
a mis-understanding. Unless ^  广 
I different method of reading is 丨 
troduced as a control 
comparison, there is hardly a^y 
I clue on what has been perceived 
and understood is indeed no^  
what is meant to be perceive^ 
• s v -
國1 
I S， 
I B � ， 
land understood. 
^bbas summed up the three 
•senses of the culture of disap-
)earance in Hong Kong. He il-
llustrated that disappearance 
'does not imply nonappearance, 
jfabsence, lack of presence norq 
|non-recognition but mis-| 
�recognition. He argued that there! 
jis a general mentality of not rec-i 
)gnizing the presence of localj 
�culture in Hong Kong, but im-| 
Iported culture from Mainland on 
raiwan, and the West. The 
Idouble trauma of joint signing of 
iBritish-Sino Joint Declaration of •‘ 
11984 and Tiananmen Incident of 
1989 further affirms people's fear 
lof the disappearance of the cur- ； 
Irent ways of life then. ! 
[He argues that the process of 
Iself-representation of the City in 
^ - a p p e a r c H f ^ ^ ^ V a c t works towards its 
lisappearance. He pointed out 
that during the transitionalf 
period, there appears many rep-
jresentation of the City that might 
3in fact work to make it 
disappeared. There is an irrefut-
•A 
Jable gap between the City and ( 
the representation of it. He con-� 
Isidered two banal representation 
bf the City: as an East-West city 
|and a colony and dependent ter-
ritory of Britain. In fact, these rep' 
resentations do not help the City 
develop a cultural represen-
tation but blur the City's actual-
ity and prohibited a lucid read-
ing of the City. 
Abbas noticed that "techniques 
of disappearance" was devel-
oped in response to a "space 
disappearance". These tech-, 
niques are not developed to re-
sist but work with disappearance-
Stanley Kwai use the figure of ^  
ghost in his film Rouge to reverse 
the reversed hallucination and 







 ； . 
problematized form of visuality to 
"work with" the disappearing of 
visual representation into cliche. 
s ~ a p p 
The above premises set forward 
by the categories of vanishing, 
change, time，perception! and. 
disappearance converge t o� 
wards the deduct ion of 
ephemeral, which is a common ) 
denominator to them. The sim-‘ 
plest definition of ephemeral ！ 
would be something that is last-
ing in a very short time, of short 
contixiuance only. It could also, 
be read as a discontinuation of 
the proceeding of non-narrative 
reality in a fragmented (iuration 
of time, an interruption to the ^ 
present aiid appearance of ao. 
object. An ephemeralland$ onto 
the realm of relativity. It is not 
absolute but interactive. I t is 科， 
perception Qccuirmg in^ the te-
lationsliip of the reversible pro' 
cess from unchange to cbang®'‘ 
existent to nonexistent, appe^'� 
ance to dis-appearance. I t 
,temporal sensation of the occox-: 
rence of tihe binary constraint�f 
ex is ten t i a l i t y .On the oth^^ 
� ^ 
nana, the less obvious transfor-
mation from a state oi changing^ 
to a state of unchanged is a more 
theoretical conception and could! 
be illustrated by the motto of the 
M ^ h Modern is t towards so-丨 
caUedMmimalisiji. While po in t� 
ing out that visual simplicity i3 
parallel to Minimalist approach,； 
John Pawsou writt;en in his book 
Minimum that "sunplidty has a 
,moral dimensioii^ implying self-
is)iness and unworldliness." He 
believes tha t “the minimum* 
could be defined as the perfec-
t ion that an artifact achieves' 
when i t is no longer possible to 
improve i t by subtraction�” I t is 
a perfectionist approach to re-� 
duce the “inessentials” and al-: 
low ihe art i fact a qua l i ty of 
eternali ty. I n other words, i t 
could be read as the elimination 
of the "changing^ to achieve a 
state of unchanged, eternality ‘ 
s i g n i f i e s b y a s t a t e of 
imchangetL , 
l i s 
k'Jh..' '.M'^ofifiurrence is 
be an ephemeral, it is primal 
lave a disappearance in 
irrence. This disappearance 
ild be interpreted as the dis-
^^Hearance of the stability of the 
m f t c t ; the result of something 
^ ^ ^ gW i s h e s completely or, changes 
财 - a different state, partially or 
丁 he stability of the object 
The object could 
as ephemeral if its 
rrence is interrupted, from a 
i. 
of unchanged to a state of 
\nging. Or, similarly but less 
！iously, from a state of chang-
Jto a state of unchanged. 丨 
iexample, a piece of ice in the：： 
'igerator at constant tempera-丨 
麗 is originally at a stable state i 
"Unchanged, provided that;； 
|e is no existence of other for- ' 
substance in the refrigera-; 
• ^ h a t would affect the proper- ! 
�‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ of ice. The condition of the ! 
as a solid state of water at ； 
？ i / ^ e r b degree centigrade, would丨丨 
remain stable as long as it stays 
in the refrigerator. From the mo-
ment it is out of the refrigerator, 
the ice is said to have entered a 
changing state, and all of its 
properties have been subject to 
change. Solidity, volume, 
dens i t y , t empe ra t u re , 
appearance, all of these proper-
ties proceed towards that of wa-
ter at room temperature. When 
the ice has become water at 
room temperature, it is still un-
dergoing another state of chang-
ing when the water is evaporated 
and changed to gaseous stag® 
though it is a much slowe"" 
process. In fact, all of the worldly 
matters wou ld be categor ized 
under this. 
When read against ephemeral, i 
sustenance appears to be the 丨 
direct opposite to it, a simple； 
black and white, and positive or; 
negative relationship to the term, i 
i 
Yet, this "appearance" is a lus-丨 
cious pitfall on the interpretation ！ 
of the term in this project; suste-丨 
nance should be here read as the ! 
state of object between! 
ephemeral. There is a temporal ! 
and sequential relationship be-
tween them. To be sustained is 
not read as direct opposite to bej 
ephemeral but a state before or丨丨 
after the state of ephemeral. In丨 
this respect, the state of sus-
tained and ephemeral of could be 
happened to the same object in 
sequential msnner. 1 
i 
On the other hand, the state of 
an object could be sustained and 
ephemeral simultaneously, only 
in a relative manner. When com-
pare to the previous stable state, the object could be read as an 
ephemeral should its state be 
different from its previous state, 
and simultaneously the same � 
object could be read as a suste-
nance should the newly achieved 份 
state be a stable state, no mat-
ter of changing and unchanged, i 
This simultaneous present of | 
both the states as ephemeral and 
sustenance illustrates that the 
terms are not necessari ly oppos -� 
ing but can be symbiotic. 
cultural development 
t鄉inological noveHy 
This phenomenon of ephemeral ', 
can be traced back to the similar� 
ii 
situation with respect to the' 
cultural, political and economical 
development of the city. Under^ 
these major influence, its people; 
become familiar to the life under! 
V 
the mechanism of phenomenon j 
of ephemeral, and consequently^ 
become numbed to the convul-S 
I 





' ca j jses 
cultural development 
technological novelty 
01 i t i c a 丨 pol ic ies 
^^ onomicai consequences 
Dominance of instant pop-culture 
It seems that instant pop-culture 
would be the mainstream of the 
cultural scene in Hong Kong. 
This is a kind of "spoon-fed", 
•.., ‘ ji i'i 
culture, its sole purpose of exist-
ence is for instant consumpt帽 
Not much intellectual pursuit is 
needed in order to understands 
It does not provoke any self-re< 
flection nor identity realization-
As a rootless child who has been 
disserted by the mother for 150 
years, this kind of culture might 
not be directly a product of the 
city, very often this is a dirept 
import from other areas, mainly 
western countries and Japaf^ -
This kind of direct implementa-
tion could be a kind of culture of, 
Hong Kong to a certain ex ten t :� 
Being the colony under the Brit' 
ish ruling for 150 years, people 
are encouraged not to qu^rV 
about their originality. Colonial education has never encourag®^ 
the question of identity and! 
originality. Take a look at other 
western countries for solution for 
problems seem to be the major 
po l i cy of Hong Kong 
Government. Due to the eco-
nomical and cultural dominance 
of United States, and the nature 
of Hong Kong as an importer of 
essentially anything, American 
pop-culture has landed and 
rooted in Hong Kong, notwith-
standing the fact that Hong Kong’ 
being a colony under the majes-
tic British Imperialism. The intro-
duction of American culture to 
Hong Kong seems particularly 
adaptable, as both the area is 
characterized by a lack of history, 
the existence of commodity of 
pop nature is in doubt. Alterna-
tive would fill the place of the pre-
cedent instantly. In fact, there is 
hot any room for obsolete pop-
culture, neither is there for sus-'. 
tained pop-cuiture. The attrac-
tiveness of commodities of pop 
nature lies entirely on the "fresh-
ness" of the commodity of the 
culture. Sustainability defeats ttie 




deas of what it meant to be West-
ern were shaped by ideas of^  
what it meant to be non-western. 
" Mike Crang pointed out in the丨 
beginning of the chapter on writ-i 
ing home, marking territory and! 
writing space in his Culturaf-
Geography. He discussed the; 
idea of western supremacy^ 
"othering" and culture in post-
colonial world from a historical-
point of View. When taken to the， 
context of Hong Kong, it might! 
not be as simple as an /nv6rs/onf 
to his idea on identity: ideas ofl 
what it meant to be Ch/nesei 
might not be shaped by ideas of 
what it meant to be non-Chinese, 
or Western, in the context of-
Hong Kong. 
_ 
As a colony under the Br/t/sh rul-
/ng for 150 years, the acqu/T/ng 
of an /dent/ty was out of context 
in Hong Kong. Colon/al educa-
t/on d/scouraged the quest/on of 
or/gznal/ty and had put more ’ ‘ 
emphas/s on funct/onal t r a _ g 
of people to su/t the d/rect/on of 
development of the soc/ety. Th/s 
could be the reason to the func-
tzonal mental/ty of the people of 
Hong Kong. Other aspects re-
flect/ng /dent/ty and orzg/nal/ty 
was unwelcome under/mper/'al-
/sm and purposely played down. 
Through out the h/story of th/s 
/sland, any pol/t/cal act/on re-
lated to our or/g/nal/ty has been 
p u r p o s e l y s u p p r e s s e d . 
XXXXXXXXX The pr/mal d/rec-們 , ki：' t/on of promot/ng soc/al progres-� 
s/on has put /nd/v/dual advance-
ment /n less of a pr/or/ty, leav-
/ng less room and support fc"" 
cultural development. Th/s is 
part/cularly obv/ous zn the po l / ^ 
眷 
c/es 3门a scnemes or i门6 liongi 
Kong Government towards prob-
lem solv/ng. /nstead of tackl/ng� 
soc/al problems w/th locair 
resource, there was a tendency� 
of d/rect /mport of solut/on from, 
the West. Raw mater/als, con-
s t r u c t / o n me thod andf 
management, even management, 
manpower were /mport. There is; 
a certa/n advantage to th/Sj 
strategy: the d/rect /mport and( 
i 
/mplementat/on strategy could� 
buy some t/me and save some| 
money for other activities. These. 
savings m/ght be spent on pro-; 
! i 
mot/ng or/g/nal/ty and creat/v/ty. 
in other western countr/es, theyf 
are mostly allocated onj 
develop/ng, or bu/ld/ng m/ght be[ 
a more appropr/ate word, the| 
next projects. Th/s stealing of| 
resource on or/g/nal/ty has! 
speed up the process of bu/ld-' 
/ng at the expense of or/g/nalrty 
and creat/V/ty, and hence culture 
% 
WSSKv 
betterment. The earning of tne 
developers had brought them a 
message: th/s is someth/ng that 
they could put forward to. The 
zmported solut/ons were then lo-广 
cal/zed and lived as part of the ‘ 
h/story of Hong Kong. There 
could still be blame to the lack of 
resource in Hong Kong, about 
three decades ago. As the l/v/'ng 
of Hong Kong people was be' 
com/ng better as the economy 
had cont/nuously shown r/szng 
f/gures, educat/on had been un-
der considerable support and 
people are now capable of soiv-
/ng soc/al problems locally. 
As it is now the trans/t/onal pe' 
r/od between the Br/t/sh and 
Ch/nese sovere/gnty, there is 9 ^  
sh/ft of the /dent/ty of the people v；' 
of Hong Kong. Ma/nland Ch/nese 
/n regzons such as ShengZhef^ 
are look/ng forward to Hon0 
Kong for an /dent/ty due to our 
econom/cal advancement, wh / l ^ 
M 
w 
those in area such as Be/j/ng 
cla/med as the or/g/n of /dent/ty. 
Hong Kong, be/ng a rootless 
ch/ld, could look for an /dent/ty 
from nowhere but itself. Th/s 
kind of mental/ty is an obstacle 
for people /n Hong Kong to 
achieve a comprom/se on the 
/dent/ty of be/ng Ch/nese. There 
seems to be an unbr/dgeable 
gap between Ma/nland Ch/nese 
and Hong Kong Ch/nese. Th/s is 
what I called the /dentity-com-
plex of Hong Kong. Under th/s 
complex, because of the reluc-
tance to accept the def/nzte /den-
tzty of Ma/nland Ch/nese, a pe-
r/od when a multiple number of 
temporary /dent/ties would 
emerge. An unreal/zat/on of 
one's establ/shed /dentfty would 
be a way out. Before reach/ng a 
stable, susta/nable /dentzty, the 
unreal/zed zdent/t/es would occur 
for short moments, and then d/s-
solve in the total/ty of the even-
tual susta/nable identity. 
Under th/s complex, because of 
the reluctance to accept the def/-
n/te zdent/ty of Ma/nland 
Ch/nese, a per/od when a mul-, 
t/ple number of temporary /den-� 
t / t /es would emerge. An 
unreal/zat/on of one established 
/dent/ty would be a way out. 
7mm/grants to other countnes 
may call themselves c/t/zens 
bear/ng the nat/onal/ty of that 
particular country; i\ is some' 
times a reflect/on on their Chi-
nese culture when they are es-
sentially l/ving Ch/nese style at 
a dzfferent location only. Th/s is 
ma/nly the s/tuat/on of first gen-
eration immigrants. People stay-
ing in Hong Kong m/ght search j 
for an alternat/ve ident/ty, str/V'(' 
i'ng to develop a particular kind 
of culture to support a different 
kind of/dent/ty. Even more mig^^  
stay in an unde f ined mode of 
/dentity/non-/dent/ty, awaiting 日J 
ffiv 
collect/ve v/s/on on a susta/nable 
/dent/ty. /dent/ty as part of Ma/n-
land Ch/nese is not a w/llful con-
Oern to Hong Kong people; be-
S f f i p r e reach/ng a stable, susta/n-
"，/able zdent/ty, ephemeral /dent/-
t/es would occur, and then d/s-
solve in the total/ty of the even-
tual susta/nable /dent/ty. 
Under th/s complex, because of 
the reluctance to accept the def/-
nzte /dentzty of Ma/nland 
Ch/nese, a per/od when a mul-
t/ple number of temporary /cl6n-
t/t/es would emerge. An 
unreal/zat/on of one establ/shed 
/dent/ty would be a way out. 
/mm/grants to other countr/es 
may call themselves c/tzzens 
bear/ng the nat/onal/ty of that 
part/cular country; ii is some-
t/mes a reflect/on on the/r Chi-
nese culture when they are es-
sent/ally l/v/ng Ch/nese style at 
a d/fferent locat/on only. Th/s is 
ma/nly the s/tuat/on off/rst gen-
erat/on /mm/grants. People stay-
ing /n Hong Kong m/ght search 
for an alternat/Ve /dent/ty, str/V-
/ng to develop a part/cular k/nd 
of culture to support a different 
k/nd of,dent/ty. Even more m/ght 
stay /门 an undef/门ed mode of 
/dent/ty/non-/dent/ty, awa/t/ng a 
collect/Ve vision on a susta/nable 
/dent/ty. /dent/ty as part of Ma/n-
land Ch/nese is not a w/llful con-
cern to Hong Kong people; be-
fore reach/ng a stable, susta/n-
able zdentrty, ephemeral zdent/' 
ties would occur, and then d/s-
solve /n the total/ty of the even-
tual susta/nable /dent/ty. 


T h e lower the culture, the more apparent 
the ornament. Ornament is somet ling that 
must be overcome. The Papuan and the 
criminal ornament their skin.,. But the bi-
cycle and the stream engine are free of 
ornament. The march of civilization sys-
tematically liberates object after object 
from ornamentation." 
Aldof Loos, ornament nncl ciinie 
Loos's attack criminality of 
ornament m a s k e d his fear of chaos anc 
sensual order" 
Bernard Tschumi. the Pleasmc of Aichi-

Modern Movement has been I 
under challenge almost since! 
its birth; architects, scholars， 
architectural critics, architec-
t u � a l historians, movie 
directors, all have made severe 
attacks on the functional dog-
mas and puritan attitudes of the' 
Movement. The early modern 
conception of relating architec-
tural ornamentation to crime 
has been seen as a fear to face： 
the truth of the ultimate fate of 
architecture, � 
In fin de siecle, most of the con， 
ception has fallen into the realm' 
of ambiguity. Nothing is abso-
lute anymore. We saw tattooed 
models appearing in glossy 
magazines; we saw tattoo co-
exists with modern architecture; 
we saw tattoo of the city every-
where and being praised as 
pop art; tattoo as the idea of 
criminality and low-culture has 
been proved to be irrelevant; 
what is governing are fashion 
CO � s u m e r i s m 3 � d 
commercialism. As omame� 
tion was seen as the architectun _ 
equivalent to tattoo, advertise 
ment would be the contemporar 
equivalent to ornamentation. 
Tattoo was a tool to display 
sense of criminality. I � thewes 
it was a mask w o � � by the 
criminal, like a symbol 0 
wickedness, a culture of the bac 
an entry to their mysterious ev 
••"•rid. There is an irresistible 
arm to the evil world, whic[ 
5ry normal one is refrained 
Ti entering. Curiosity mystifi®' 
3 dark side of the city. Later 
this culture of tattoo has besi^  
:en to symbolize rebellic"^ 
IS could be traced back to th^  
•ellion towards the wholeso丨-
age of the average America^ 
lily. On the other side of t^ ^ 
�Id，tattoo was indeed u s e d 
nark to distinguish crimin '^i 
Tattoo would be pierced on the 
forehead of the criminal for] 
recognition, instead of a willful 
act, this marks are permanent 
and irreversible; and serves as 
a warning to others not to com-
mit criminal act. 
Yet’ the tattoo of the city is seen' 
less of criminality but a libera-
tion of speech and the break-
ing down of the barrier between 
the supposedly high and low-
art. Art in transit is a typical 
example of this kind of city tat-
too employed to express the lib-
eration of individual statement. 
"That's your part; I only do the 
drawings." Keith Haring once 
said. He believed that it should 
be the viewer who should be.丨 
the interpreter of what he has’ 
been expressing. While Tsang� 
jlsau Choi's lettering would of-
ten be recognized as the Hong 
Kong version of Keith Haring.‘ 
Indeed, when one looks at the丨 
V cityscape of a city such as 
Hong Kong, the most prominent 
and influential tattoo would no< 
be the above mentioned tattoo 
What are more appropriately 
described as the urban city tat'! 
too should be neon advertise-
ment signs; it would be the con-
temporary equivalent t� 
ornamentation. Neon adver-
tisement adds variations to th^  
monotonous modern high-ris^  
buildings, endows each build' 
ing with an individual character 
Fashion has been one of th^  
major influences in the conter>i' 
porary megalopolis; less abo�丨 
costume, more about the pr^ ' 
vailing social conformity. 
spite the existence of altern沒' 
tive sub-culture deviating ffc"'^  
and challenging the soci曰 
norm, mainstream pop- CUltLlI'^  
is still the dominant trend. T丨识 
most socially influential 曰丨，": 
widespread fashion would 
the Fashion industry. Besides 
fulfilling a basic need for 
warmth, and a more psycho-
logical desire of covering the: 
body, fashion is more about ad-
vertising than anything. As a 
fictional fashion editor states in 
TV movie based on the life of 
the model Gia，"fashion isn't art, 
fashion is门 1 culture, fashion is 
advertising. /\nd every time you 
advertise something, someone 
has to pay." It is clear that trend 
is set forward by someone, 
\ someone from the industry of 
'I mass media, someone put for-
ward a direction for others to 
follow, investing big money for 
,earning even bigger money in 
^ return. Obviously, this "some-
one" is too influential to be 
singular, ‘someone’ is a group 
of people working in c�oss-me-
dia to promote such a trend 
By the same token, architecture 
is nothing but advertising; and 
this conception occur as early as 
the birth of the M o d e r n 
Movement. The coat of white-
wash promoted by the Corbusian 
School of Mode「门 was employed 
as a form of architectural hygiene 
to be carried out in the name of 
visible truth. As Mark WigleV 
pointed out in his Architecture� 
after Philosophy: Le Corbusi^' 
ana we tmperor New Paint, wa^^ 
-indeed Purist�ather than pu�e 
the building exhibits the look o 
the•.门aked, the clothing ° 
naked门e‘ss, the clothes that say 
"naked". “Nakedness is added 
and worn as a mask. Whitewash 
is a门 advertisement for promot-
ing the paradox of naked truth of 
structural honesty, and dissimu-
lates rather than represents the 
structure." 
Advertisement is the spine con-
necti门g the trinity of fashion, con-
sumerism and commercial. Un-
der this spine, the traditional 
dogma of sustainable architec-
ture is in question. Architecture, 
being the means of cunveying' 
the message, becomes subordi-
门ate to the message itself. It be-
comes a symbol of the message, 
which is representing the mes-i 
sage itself and nothing. The fate 
of architecture is entirely the 
product of the existence of the 
advertisement, Advertisement 
� � � overpowers the supremacy once 




Advertisement is a by-product of 
j 
the megalopolis ; its main pur-j 
pose is reproduction again and 
again to raise the aware�ess of 
the viewer to the message. The 
method employed is usually ba' 
nal and the advertisement is sub-� 
ject to obsolescence by its 
feature. Advertisement is dO 
ephemeral kitsch; and so is con-
temporary architecture. Put into 
the contemporary context of ^ 
tiiegaiopuiis, trie subu�diriai� 
architecture is also subject to ^ 
process of obsolescence; yet 
a'different manner to the adve^' 
tisement itself. In a conventional 
sfmse, architecture is the mst® 
ri.al construction in a conside� 
able scale; investment is easi'^  
in a magnitude of hundred ^^  
thousand times to that of a n�r 
mal advertisement scheme. 
almost criminal to discard suc" 
？ / 一 一 f
id 
an 丨门vestment fo�reason 
fashion. In view of the rate o 
changing of the megalopolis, 
changing event and activities is 
the answer to architecture. Form 
does not follow function bu 
fiction, written by the advertiser. 
In response to the ever-chang-
ing problem, the clothes, mask, 
fabric, facade of buildings has to 
accommodate the ephemeron o 
advertisement. Novelty of mod-
j 
em iechrioiogy has provided us 
with the banal solution to the 
problem; itJs now time for archi-
tect to come up with new clothes 
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economical consequences 
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return welcomed by 妒e people 
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